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From the Chair
Well, happy new year! It is certainly time for some good
news, and this newsletter is full of it…

First, through prudent financial management, our kindly
Treasurer, Oliver Addis, has allowed a $30 concession to
existing members to account for the reduced services
available last year. So there is some good news. For all new
members the membership fee will continue to be $75
because we anticipate a full year of activities (almost).

Secondly, we have a delightful balance of capable,
experienced woodworkers who are willing to share and
members who wish to expand their woodworking skills and
knowledge. Phil Nanlohy has done a wonderful job for the
Association over the last few years in organising the
Association’s courses to put these people together. We
thank him and all the teachers who have contributed. I must
also thank Phil for standing in as newsletter editor since May
2020. He has juggled everything masterfully during a period
of considerable adversity.

And here is some more good news… Chris Gaskin, one of our
younger and newer members, has kindly agreed to take on
the mantle of newsletter editor. Many thanks Chris. The
newsletter serves an important role of keeping members
informed of the Association’s activities - past and future- and
matters of interest. The role of editor is greatly assisted by
receiving contributions from members - both text and
photos. Please help Chris by passing on to him any stories,
photos, jokes, news or snippets so he can filter them for the
newsletter. The more material he receives, the easier the
job becomes and the more we all benefit. He has done a
great job putting together this edition. I hope Chris’s
involvement will herald an increasing involvement of the
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many younger members who have joined the Association over the past couple of years.

Although we have decided not to proceed with our face-to-face meeting at the Canada Bay Club on
Monday 7 February, the good news is that we are planning to replace it with a Zoom meeting at 7.30pm,
as we did last October. We will email members a link for that meeting, and more details, shortly. Members
are invited to participate in the meeting and talk about something that they have recently made or
discovered. If you would like to do that, would you please email me at pgreenwood738@gmail.com.
And now for all the good news in the Newsletter…. Phil Greenwood
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WWA Objectives
The objectives of the Association are:
• to provide a forum for 

networking and to encourage 
camaraderie amongst all those 
who work in wood

• to promote public awareness and 
appreciation of fine woodwork

• to encourage creativity, design 
and development of skills and 
application by all woodworkers

• to represent professional 
woodworkers and promote 
sustainability of fine woodwork 
as a career

• to promote awareness of 
environmental issues including 
encouraging the judicious use of 
our precious native timber 
resources and use sustainable 
harvested, recycled and 
reclaimed timbers.

WWA Life Members
Richard Crosland

Phil Lake

Kim Larymore

Leon Sadubin

Richard Vaughan

News, News, News

Membership Renewal
You should have received your 2022 membership renewal invoice in the 
mail. Anyone who has not received their renewal or has any questions 
regarding memberships should contact Gordon Joseph on 0409 488 919. 
The Association thanks you for your continued support.

Workshop
Our Abbotsford workshop is normally open for all members’ use every 
Sunday and Wednesday. Opening hours are 10:00am to 4:00pm. Due to 
COVID restrictions, the numbers attending the workshop on any one day 
have had to be limited and it is therefore necessary to book a date and 
time with our Secretary, David Palmer, by email on 
secretary.woodworkersnsw@gmail.com

The workshop has a huge variety of tools for all your project needs and 
there is always a Supervisor on duty to guide and assist you with using 
the machines. If you are stuck on your project, or would like to get some 
advice, then the Supervisor is always there to assist you with your 
questions.

Get in touch with David to book a session at the workshop.

General Meetings
General meetings are normally held every two months (February, April, 
June, August, October and December) on the first Monday of the month 
at 7:30pm. The exact date will be confirmed closer to the time via email 
to all members. The meeting venue is normally the Canada Bay Club 
(CBC), 4 William Street, Five Dock, NSW. Arrive early, become a member 
of the CBC and grab a succulent meal and beverage at discounted prices 
before the meeting.

Details of the meeting on Monday 7 February meeting via Zoom, will be 
emailed to all members.

Auction Results
During the November 2021 General Meeting an auction was held to sell 
numerous tools which were kindly donated by Steve Townsend. The 
auction raised a total of $1,795 which will be used by the Association for 
the benefit of members. The items sold included a Stanley No 6 bench 
plane, HNT Gordon A55 Smoothing Plane and a Stanley No.113 compass 
plane which is shown in the photos below. A very big thank you to Steve 
for his kind donation to the Association and the members who 
participated in the feverish auction.

Contribute to the 
Newsletter
Have you been working on an 
interesting woodwork project? Do 
you have some knowledge to share? 
Have you read a woodwork book and 
would like to provide a review for 
the benefit of other members?

Then please get in contact with Chris 
Gaskin and contribute to the next 
edition of the newsletter.

Chris Gaskin
e: chris.gaskin11@gmail.com
m: 0423 554 406
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WWA Committee 2022

Chair:  Phil Greenwood 
9235 2874
pgreenwood738@gmail.com

Vice-Chair:  Frank Duff
9061 3061, 0422 778 380
fwduff@icloud.com

Secretary:  David Palmer
0415 188 605
secretary.woodworkersnsw@
gmail.com

Treasurer:  Oliver Addis
0419 016 622
oaddis@comcen.com.au

Committee members:

Peter Harris
0419 164 098
peterh47@ihug.com.au

Richard Leniston
0402 306 249
richard_leniston@hotmail.com

Phil Nanlohy
0416 022 252
philnanlohy@gmail.com

Clare O’Reilly
0423 360 023
clareoreilly@iinet.net.au

Steve Townsend
0411 477 075
steve@ibis4.com

If you would like to join or assist the 
Committee or be more involved in 
the Association, please call any 
Committee members.

Meet a member – Colin Gaskin

If you know someone, or if you would like to be interviewed for an edition of the 
newsletter, then please get in contact with Peter Dunn e: bentneck@optusnet.com.au
or m: 0410 411 951

Chris Gaskin has recently taken on the editorship of the newsletter, thus
we thought it would a appropriate to introduce his father in the ‘Meet a
member’ section.

Q: G’day Colin, and thank you for
taking the time to be the subject
of this editions meet a member.
Where did your interest in
woodworking come from and
why did you decide to become a
member of the Association?

A: My interest in woodworking
came to me quite late in life. I
was in my mid 40s when a late
good friend of mine Graeme

Wythes, started to make furniture. We would obtain recycled wood
from neighbours’ houses and demolition sites. I even managed to get
some original Bunnings jarrah floorboards from Fort Street High School
which we turned into picture frames and a nice coffee table. I decided
to become a member of the Association to improve my woodworking
skills, and to have great discussions with likeminded people. We have
also lived in Abbotsford for 40 years, which is great to access the
workshop and to attend the bi-monthly meetings at the Canada Bay
Club.

Q: You mentioned Fort Street High School, were you a student or are
you a teacher there?

A: I taught science for 20 years at Fort Street High School, prior to that
taught at Homebush Boys, Meadowbank Boys, Marrickville Girls and
Bellingen. I have been retired for over 10 years, and I now fill in my
time by chasing my grandchildren around the park and constantly
putting tools away that they take out to play with.

Q: What is your next woodworking project?

A: My wife has been asking for a book shelf to store the grandkids
books in the lounge room for a while. I think I will tackle this project in
the first part of 2022.

Q: What new skills have you learnt since joining the Association?

A: I have enjoyed using the Festool Domino jointer at the Associations
workshop in Abbotsford, which the Supervisor on duty gave me a very
detailed introduction on how to use it. I also really like the relaxed,
friendly atmosphere at the workshop. The Supervisors and other
members have all been really helpful and no one is ever too busy to
assist or provide advice.

Thank you for taking the time to be interviewed for this edition of the
newsletter. And we look forward to seeing the bookshelf in 2022!
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It is usual in this first newsletter of the year to outline
the list of courses that the Association is organising.
This year there is no timetable yet because the
Omicron COVID wave has made this impossible. We
are preparing courses but we are not yet able to
advertise the dates on which they might run.

We hope that when the current surge of cases has
waned we will be able to publish the list of dates and
provide more details of the program. In the meantime,
this short piece will give some idea of the sort of
courses we might be able to offer. The program will
include several popular courses from previous years
but will also develop some new events. As always, it is
not our intention to compete with the many
woodworking schools in Sydney and throughout New
South Wales. We try to meet the demand for learning
from our membership but not to duplicate courses that
are readily available elsewhere. In addition to the short
courses, we intend to run the open days that we ran
last year. These are the Sharpening day and the
Workshop Accreditation day.

We have been in conversations with a number of
course presenters. Here are some of the selections
that we expect to be able to run once we know when
we can safely meet in groups of 6 to 8. Introductory
courses are always popular. Peter Munro and I intend
to repeat the Introductory Woodworking courses No 1
and No 2 that we have run before. There has been a
continuing demand for courses that help members to
learn or reprise the skills they need to begin or to
improve their woodworking practice.

Short Courses in 2022 by Phil Nanlohy

This is Nik Teply.  He is one of Sydney’s leading 
furniture restorers. He led the Basics of Finishing course 

in April last year.  It was the last course we were able 
to run before lockdown delayed the rest of the year’s 

offerings till October.

The Abbotsford workshop is the usual venue for our 
courses.  There is more than enough room for courses 

to be run following the social distancing rules.

Matt Dwight’s popular Hand Cut Joints course will
be extended from a single day to four days. This
very thorough hand tools course intends to cover
a wider range of joints types. His plan for the Hand
Cut Joints No 1 course is to cover Rebate, Through
Housing and T-Halving joints. The second course
will teach the Mortise and Tenon and the Bridle
joint. The final two day course would develop
members skills in constructing Through and Lap
Dovetail joints. You could join one of these days
or all four.

What courses would you like to join this year?
Previously we have surveyed the membership and
have learned about the need for courses we had
not considered. Last year we ran a spoon carving
day, a leatherwork course and an introduction to
the router table as a result of requests from
members. What course would you attend if it was
available? Please write and let us know.

This is the resources kit for the Introductory 
Woodworking No 2 course.  It was due to run the 

weekend that lockdown was declared. The kit was 
packaged and put away till it was finally run in 

December.
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Last year we were able to run 11 courses and two one-
day events. We had to move the dates around several
times because of the COVID outbreaks. However,
because of the dedication of the presenters and the
flexibility of the participants we were able to run most
of our planned courses despite the limitations imposed
by the pandemic.

The Association is only able to run courses because of
the willingness of members to share their expertise.
We can support any member who feels that they might
like to share some of the expertise that they have
developed.

You do not have to be a practiced educator to share
what you know about woodworking. We have a good
venue, we can help with organising and preparing the
course and there can be an offsider there to help you
run the day. So, if you think that you’d like to suggest
or lead a course in 2022 please get in touch with Phil
Nanlohy on (Mob. 0416 022 252, philnanlohy@
gmail.com) and let’s have a conversation about what
you’d like to do.

Short Courses in 2022 - Continued

We made a folding stool in that course.  While this 
turned out to be a relatively challenging task for a one-

day introductory course we all managed to complete 
the stool.

Get it?

Australian Hardwood

Use the pictures on the
right to guess the
solution from the clue
above. Solution on the
last page.
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New Member

We are delighted to welcome new member Torgan Snelgrove.

We look forward to your involvement in the activities of the Association and meeting you at our bi-
monthly general meetings as well as at our Abbotsford workshop.
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Show and Tell

At the final general meeting for 2021 held at the Canada Bay Club, several members presented a piece 
of their work that they had completed prior to the meeting. This section includes a selection of the 
works. Thank you to the contributing members.

Peter Munro and his Box

Peter embarked on this project following a request from his 10-
year-old granddaughter to store her jewellery in time for
Christmas. The box was made from timber lying around Peters
workshop.

The top of the box is New Guinea rosewood, the front & back
are silky oak, the insert is also from jelutong. The sides are
North American redwood and it is strengthened by jelutong
feather mitres and Japanese birch nails. All fittings are from
McJing at Yagoona and the Finish is Osmo Polyx.

All reports are that Peter’s granddaughter is very happy.

Oliver Addis and his CD Storage Rack

Like all great projects, Oliver’s CD Storage Rack began with a
sketch. He wanted the rack to hold 48 CDs across four segments.

The four corner joints on the CD unit and the 4 joints at
the corners of the base were completed using a Gifkens
jig. The template he used was the H10, with the
dovetails equally spread across the timber.

Oliver made a preliminary mock up in MDF before the
main work, and he would urge anyone using the Gifkens
jig for the first time to do this, as it builds confidence in
the positioning of the cuts.

The walnut he bought from Anagote and it was milled
down to 10mm thick. The Lazy Susan fitting he bought
from Carbatec. The top circular plate has to be screwed
into place from below, and the bottom plate from
above. The original plan was to make a second, or even
third tier, but having got the Lazy Susan fitting into
place, there was no easy way to do this, without a major
re-think. Oliver says, that the Lazy Susan fittings are
designed simply for a single tier, a single plate on a
table, and not for anything above or beyond.

The overall size of the unit is approx. 330 mm square
and 220 mm high and the unit is finished in Kunos Oil.
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Show and Tell

John Austin and his Marquetry
The beauty of working with wood, in its many forms, is that you can use a vast array of tools and
machines or very few. It can be as simple or as complicated as you like. The key ingredients are
patience and perseverance.

John’s first interest in marquetry started when he acquired an ornate, antique card table. It was in
very poor condition and the intricate veneer on the table top edge was literally falling to pieces and
he didn’t think it could be saved. Through the Marquetry Society, he made contact with a man called
Bill Wagner who did beautiful work and was happy to share his techniques and tips with him as he
repaired the table top.

One half of card table top with marquetry edge Detail of marquetry edge

This information stayed in John’s tool box as years passed and other things took precedence. More
time passed until he had to undergo a complicated foot surgery that put him out of action for several
months. During that time, John was looking for something he could do while seated and once again
turned to Marquetry.

It was a lifesaver, providing a wonderful outlet that required a little creativity and very little mobility,
just patience and perseverance. Importantly there were no time pressures to do something else and
the job could take however long it took.

While time constraints are generally necessary, sometimes not having them improves the flow.

Fast forward to retirement, followed
shortly after by a COVID lockdown –
looking for something constructive to do
during the downtime – once again –
Marquetry! and still inspired by the
incredible, charming and delightful
Disney and Warner Bros characters.

John says that the “show and
tell” at the meetings provides a
great opportunity to have a
timeframe to work to and also a
purpose and it was great to be
able to take along some of the
recent projects he used to fill in
time until we get back to post-
COVID “normal”.
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Show and Tell

Phil Nanlohy and his Kitchen Bench
Phil says that the design for this piece sought to satisfy three requirements. The first was that his son
needed a kitchen bench. He was living in a small flat whose tiny kitchen literally had no bench space.
Secondly, he wanted to use recycled wood wherever possible. Finally, the bench needed to be stable even
though it was going to be top heavy.

The first requirement gave the dimensions of 900 x 800 x 600mm, the need for a drawer and for some
open shelves. Phil (and his son) was lucky enough to find a stack Oregon planks and some thick birch ply
off cuts at Reverse Garbage. Richard Leniston had found some kitchen bench offcuts and I used one of
those for the top.

Stability depends upon joinery. Phil decided to see if he could achieve the required strength with simple
butt joints secured with Festool Dominos. In the end there were over 130 dominos in the bench and
thankfully it does not wobble, even when pushed.

The first challenge was to prepare the Oregon
planks. They had previously been used as shelving
and were finished in a thick, dark varnish. The
jointer, table saw and the thicknesser at the
Association’s workshop were used to flatten and
size the planks.

All the joints were glued with at least 3 dominos.
The base of the bench can be seen in the
background of the image on the left. It was made
of 20mm thick birch ply. This helped to counter
the weight of the Cherry bench top. The corners
uprights were edge jointed and side pieces
dominoed and glued into place below left.

The image below shows a dry assembly completed
to check that all the diagonals were equal and the
bench was square. The bench is seen on its side
with the bottom towards the camera.
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Show and Tell

The image on the right shows the positioning of the
drawer. The bench top is removable for washing and
simply sits on top located by some rubber lugs.

The bench in situ is shown above. It has been in
continuous use since this was delivered to Phil’s son.
Due to the strength of the domino joints it is stable
and durable. Phil is looking forward to a meal cooked
by his son.

Chris Gaskin and his Bathroom Table
Chris says that the design of the table started on a scrap piece of paper. He wanted a small table to
fit inside a small bathroom so that he had somewhere to put his toothbrush. He purchased the wood
from a supplier in Marrickville and was told that it was American Oak. This decision to use such a
hard timber was his first mistake.

The top and shelf was assembled using the Domino and legs tapered on the table saw. All joints were
hand cut using muscle and a sharp chisel and the finish was Osmo Wood Wax.

Chris says thank you to all the help he received from the talent at the Abbotsford workshop to help
make his first woodworking project.
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They came, pulled-sawed and conquered: the Ancient Egyptians 
By Sarah Smith (wife of the editor)

The origins of some of today’s woodworking practices can be linked back to ancient civilisations. The
ancient Egyptians, for example, developed many of the tools and techniques we use every day in our
workshops.

Leading Egyptologist, wood technologist and furniture historian Dr Geoffrey Killen, sums it up:

“The properties of timber were understood and tools were developed to work it. At first these were
basic hand tools, but then specialised tools and cutting aids were produced. Later, simple machine
work increased output and enabled furniture to be provided for many homes. For example, by
rotating the work in front of a stationary cutter, the lathe, a basic machine which has influenced
many lives, was invented.”

Over the years, archaeological excavations and discoveries
dating back to 5000 BC have shown that the ancient
Egyptians were pioneers in the creation and design of
wooden furniture, including beds, stools, tables and chairs.
They also produced finer pieces such as intricate chests,
boxes and small ornaments.

They used a range of woodwork tools including axes, large
and small adzes, pull saws and handsaws, bow-drills,
mortise and firmer chisels, mallets and awls. Historians
believe that the first mortise and tenon joints were used
during the Predynastic period (5500 – 3200 BC).

They were the first to use pegs, leather lashings and dowels
which improved the strength and resilience of these joints.

An example of a wooden jewellery box which was
found in the tomb of Tutankhamun, in the Valley
of Kings, dating back to 1332 – 1323 BC.

For Predynastic burials, the body was placed on a wooden board covered with plant stems or in a simple
box, which commonly utilised butt-jointed corners held together with pegs or tied together with leather
thongs which passed through holes in the joining members. It was not until the New Kingdom Period
(1570 - 1070 BC) that carpenters used animal glue to strengthen the connections of joints and wooden
pieces.

They continually improved their techniques and cultivated new methods to create increasingly complex
and beautiful pieces. The ancient Egyptians invented the art of veneering – the process of gluing thin
slices of wood together – and were also the first to finish their work with varnish to preserve the wood.

With an environment more suited to pyramids than forests, large scale timber production from
indigenous trees in Egypt was rare. Although wood from native sycamore, acacia and tamarisk trees was
used, extensive deforestation along the Nile during the Early Dynastic period (3050 - 2686 BC) led to the
importation of cedar, boxwood, oak and Aleppo pine from surrounding areas. Ebony was also imported
from different Egyptian colonies and this was used to make coffins and chests for tombs.

When you think about the ancient Egyptians, what comes to
mind? If you’re like me, it’s the Pyramids of Giza, The Valley
of the Kings, Tutankhamun, mummification and
hieroglyphics – woodworking rarely makes this list.
However, their craftmanship of timber has also stood the
test of time and from as early as 7000 years ago, they were
paving the way for centuries of carpentry. So, we’re in de-
Nile if we don’t credit the ancient Egyptians for their
woodworking achievements. 10
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Advertising

Terry Gleeson’s School of Woodwork 

We teach woodwork, turning, carving, 
dovetailing and other joinery in our 
workshop at Middle Dural in Sydney's 
North West.

Tuition to suit all skill levels from novice 
to advanced.  

Fully equipped workshop.  Small class 
sizes.

1191 Old Northern Road, Middle Dural 
Phone 02 9651 1012

thechairmaker@optusnet.com.au
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Many Thanks to…
David Palmer, our Secretary who takes on much of the administration of the Association. In addition to looking after the
committee business he is the Workshop Supervisor Organiser. He has managed the fluctuating government rules that have
affected access to the Spring Street workshop. David is the person you should contact if you would like a time slot on the
Wednesday or Sunday workshop open days. To book a place please email David at secretary.woodworkersnsw@gmail.com

Our Workshop Supervisors, David Palmer, Gordon Joseph, Peter Harris, Richard Leniston, Tim Major, Peter Dunn and Peter
Munro are central to the safe operation of the workshop. More than this they can offer advice on all manner of woodwork
questions that might be sought by members working in the workshop.

Peter Harris as he continues the manifold and sometimes complex task of maintaining the workshop machines and ensuring our
safe working environment. Peter is ably assisted by Tim Major and Richard Leniston.

Oliver Addis, our Treasurer for keeping watch on our financial health and Gordon Joseph, our Membership Secretary for keeping
track of the people who are collectively the Association.

Tim Major for building a second storage cupboard for the kitchen area at the workshop. Clare O’Reilly and Phil Nanlohy, Course
organisers, and the course presenters Peter Munro, Kevin Wallace, David Palmer, Peter Harris, Carol Faulkner, Peter Dunn,
Brian Dawson, Steve Townsend, Matt Dwight and Nik Teply on whose expertise we rely to mount the courses program.

Chris Gaskin for taking on the role of Newsletter Editor, Phil Nanlohy for kindly handing over the editorial to Chris and his clear
directions and patience. Gordon Joseph for casting his eye for detail over the newsletter prior to print.

The Committee members - David Palmer, Frank Duff, Peter Harris, Richard Leniston, Phil Nanlohy, Clare O’Reilly and Steve
Townsend - for their constant support, energy and ideas. Our newsletter article contributors Phil Greenwood, Colin Gaskin, Phil
Nanlohy, Peter Munro, Oliver Addis, John Austin, Jude Austin and Sarah Smith.

Canada Bay Club membership - Just $3.30 pa or $11 
for 5 years

Benefits of membership include  - reward points every 
time you swipe your membership card to purchase 

food, drinks and other services at the club, discounted 
food and drink benefits, free parking, birthday 

rewards, health and fitness classes, discounted holiday 
accommodation in NSW’s beautiful Forster

Join at reception next time you visit the Club.  
More details at 

https://canadabayclub.com.au/membership.html

Get it Solution
Blackbutt
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